This is a patch for #8904 adding parent projects to project jump dropdown.

Parent projects that user is not a member of are disabled/grayed out in the dropdown.

This reviles parent project names as complained in #888 but entire project hierarchy can be seen anyway on the Projects page.

Would be nice if this could be included into some release.

Related issues:
- Related to Redmine - Feature # 8904: Parent project's name should be visible ...
- Related to Redmine - Feature # 23310: Improved "jump to project" drop-down

History

#1 - 2015-04-11 16:58 - Toshi MARUYAMA
- Related to Feature #8904: Parent project's name should be visible for Subprojects added

#2 - 2015-04-11 17:13 - Toshi MARUYAMA

Sebastian Paluch wrote:

> This reviles parent project names as complained in #888 but entire project hierarchy can be seen anyway on the Projects page.

Really?
If parent is not public (checkbox off on project setting).
"non member" (not selected on project setting) cannot see parent project.

#3 - 2015-04-13 10:17 - Sebastian Paluch
- File project_jump_dropdown.patch added

ahh... private projects... this patch should do the trick and get rid of private projects from the tree, just like it is done for the project path in the page title.

so, the user will see now entire tree hierarchy, including projects he is not a member of but excluding private projects:

- Project A - public, user is not a member
  - Project B - private, user is not a member
  - Project C - user is a member

For such hierarchy both, page title and project jump box, shows:
- Project A
This is OK now with #888.

#4 - 2015-05-11 22:00 - Sebastian Paluch

Toshi,
is this patch fine now?

#5 - 2016-03-04 19:55 - Sebastian Paluch

Up. Please comment.

#6 - 2016-08-10 03:59 - Toshi MARUYAMA
- Related to Feature #23310: Improved "jump to project" drop-down added
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